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Despite its acclaim as a unique vision of the genius of Africana cultures, the superhero comic
book Black Panther (Figure 1) is not well
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known for
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its portrayals
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religion. Nevertheless, over its
53-year history, the comic frequently referenced ancestral religious rituals, supernatural realms and
landscapes, and theologies of divine kingship.11 Even though the relationships between religion and
comics are largely unexamined, illustrations of
of black
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not new.
new.

Figure 1. Orishas in Black Panther, 2016.
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The wry commentary indicates that prior to the twentieth century, the perceived “otherness” of
African-based traditions like obeah readily translated into fodder for satire in the comics medium.2
In this article, I discuss Africana (African diasporic) religions, Islam, Christianity, and black folk
traditions such as Hoodoo and Conjure, as they appeared in 20th-century cartoons, animation, comic
books, and comic strips. Although comics are a topic of current academic interest in literature, history,
and cultural studies, few discussions give focused attention to black religions. This lapse occurs in
analyses of comics that represent Africana spiritual practices, and in comics that promote religious
stories in order to educate or proselytize. Charting black religions in 20th century comics opens a
window onto views of race and religion during this period and provides insights into the use of
negative stereotypes that denigrate and distort Africana spiritual traditions. A focus on black religions
also affirms the ways that African American comics creators contested racial misrepresentations with
viable portrayals of black spiritual life.3 In this article overview, I look at comics’ treatments of black
religions in two movements. Part one speaks to the impact of misrepresentation, stereotyping, and
caricature in depictions of black religions, particularly in mainstream American comics in the early- to
mid-20th century. Part two considers the work and influence of black comics artists, writers, and other
creators of black subjects and their engagement with religious themes in the same period to the turn
of the 21st century. I show that, in depicting black religions, comics both supported and contested
representations of race and religion in ways that parallel and diverge from their actual historical
presence in United States (US) popular culture.
1. Representation from the Outside
In the United States, issues of black representation were hard fought on the battlefields of popular
culture, with comics at the forefront of many of those battles. As cultural artifacts, comics reflect
many of the beliefs, values, and norms of the society in which they are produced. Insofar as African
American religions are also products of culture, they are evaluated by society according to the prevailing
ethnocentric standards of the majority. Nevertheless, due to their subordinate status, black religions
are rarely represented on their own terms in the art and literature of popular culture.4 For example, in
the heyday of comics’ rise in the early 20th century, black religions inhabited a diverse continuum that
was rarely seen in popular depictions. Churches, organized sects, folk traditions passed down from
slavery, political–spiritual institutions, and house temples existed side by side in African American
communities throughout the United States.5 Often categorizing black traditions in pejorative terms
as imperfect cognates of white Protestant Christianity, the disdain of the dominant society for black
religions was made apparent by the invention of “Voodoo” to denote black religions of Africa, the
Caribbean, and their American siblings, the black folk traditions of Hoodoo and Conjure. Adopted
wholesale by comics artists and writers, cultural formations of “Voodoo” worked to vilify black
religions with stereotyped characters, images, and narratives. In the first half of the 20th century,
comics would turn en masse to the use of stereotypes, a practice with profoundly negative implications.6
As a “medium of extremes”, according to comics scholar Fredrik Stromberg, comics utilize
stereotypes to simplify subjects in order to generate meaning, reducing physical characteristics with a
visual shorthand of basic, recognizable symbols, and imagery.7 The early, widespread stereotyping of
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Early comic images of black religion by African Americans are rare, although future research might illuminate the
contributions of 19th century black artists and cartoonists such as Patrick Henry Reason and Henry Jackson Lewis, who
provided illustrations in early African American newspapers and publications on a number of topics. See (Cutter 2017);
(Taylor 2014) and (Jackson 2016, pp. 12–15).
Academic studies of comics and religion include (Lewis and Kraemer 2010) and (Lewis and Lund 2017).
On the 20th century anti-comics cultural crusades see (Nyberg 1998); (Hajdu 2008); (Inge 1979); (Nelson 2013).
On African American religious pluralism see (Weisenfeld 2018); (Perez 2015); (Finley and Guillory 2015) and (Curtis and
Sigler 2009).
On comics and racial stereotypes, see (Singer 2002); see also (Gordon 1998); (White and Fuentez 1997).
(Stromberg 2003, p. 29).
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Animation creators utilized racial hyperbole in depicting black religious practices and beliefs.
Animation creators utilized racial hyperbole in depicting black religious practices and beliefs.
For example, animated comics with traditional African American worship practices tended toward
For example, animated comics with traditional African American worship practices tended toward
the egregious use of “Negro” dialect, frenzied dancing and singing routines, pedantic storylines,
the egregious use of “Negro” dialect, frenzied dancing and singing routines, pedantic storylines,
indistinguishable subhuman characters, and the creation of “moral cartoons” which blended minstrel
indistinguishable subhuman characters, and the creation of “moral cartoons” which blended minstrel
styles and religious lessons with clownish sermonizing. Derogatory representations also extended
styles and religious lessons with clownish sermonizing. Derogatory representations also extended to
to print “funnies” in the 1930s and 1940s, with cartoon comics like Lil Eight Ball and Carl Bark’s
print “funnies” in the 1930s and 1940s, with cartoon comics like Lil Eight Ball and Carl Bark’s Donald
Donald Duck Hoodoo Voodoo, which maligned black spirituality as retrograde superstition, replete with
Duck Hoodoo Voodoo, which maligned black spirituality as retrograde superstition, replete with
blackface coons and pickaninnies whose terrified antics and exaggerated fears of ghosts provided
blackface coons and pickaninnies whose terrified antics and exaggerated fears of ghosts provided the
the point for sight gags. (Figure 3) Viewed through the lens of American popular culture in the early
point for sight gags. (Figure 3) Viewed through the lens of American popular culture in the early 20th
20th century, comics were indelibly linked to appropriations of black religion in a pernicious cycle of
century, comics were indelibly linked to appropriations of black religion in a pernicious cycle of love
love and theft—or what Christopher Lehman calls “ignorance and contempt”, as cherished traditions
and theft—or what Christopher Lehman calls “ignorance and contempt”, as cherished traditions
were subject to mockery and human characters depicted as ugly and disfigured, even as they were
were subject to mockery and human characters depicted as ugly and disfigured, even as they were
sensationalized as crowd-pleasing sources of entertainment.99
sensationalized as crowd-pleasing sources of entertainment.

8
9
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9

(Sampson 1998, p. 4); (Lehman 2007, pp. 39–45) and (Sammond 2015).
(Lehman 2007, p. 112).

(Sampson 1998, p. 4); (Lehman 2007, pp. 39–45) and (Sammond 2015).
(Lehman 2007, p. 112).
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Figure 3. Blackface in Donald Duck Voodoo Hoodoo (1949).
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whose depravity was ever confronted and subdued by muscular white protagonists with greater
intelligence, physical power, and athletic prowess. (Figure 5).13
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Figure 5. Voodoo Doctor from Tarzan comic book, 1965.
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sole intent was to beguile the gullible masses with false gods and heathen idols. The Voodoo priest
and cynical religious frauds whose sole intent was to beguile the gullible masses with false gods and
enacted immorality and corruption, threatened vengeance and retribution toward all who opposed
heathen idols. The Voodoo priest enacted immorality and corruption, threatened vengeance and
him, and validated a social message of white paternalism and American-Christian virtue on behalf
retribution toward all who opposed him, and validated a social message of white paternalism and
of the heroic jungle monarchs. For its part, graphic Voodoo provided staging for assertions of black
American-Christian virtue on behalf of the heroic jungle monarchs. For its part, graphic Voodoo
duplicity that were articulated in episodes of some of the most widely read superhero comics in the
provided staging for assertions of black duplicity that were articulated in episodes of some of the
WWII period, including Superman, Detective Comics, Captain Marvel, and Captain America.
most widely read superhero comics in the WWII period, including Superman, Detective Comics, Captain
Perhaps even more detrimental to black religions in 20th century comics was the onset of horror
Marvel, and Captain America.
fiction, which transformed graphic Voodoo from a formulaic plot device into grotesque allegories of
ecstatic and violent black power. Repurposing fantasies of jungle primitivism into reflexive narratives
of white terror, horror comics evinced a wellspring of suspense, the perversion of good into evil, and
the recasting of Africana religions as diabolical in nature. Buoyed by the success of supernatural
and fantasy articles in pulp magazines of the 1920s, Voodoo horror comics drew assiduously from
published reports by foreign journalists, wartime commentators, and American servicemen in Haiti
during this period (Figure 7). Men’s popular magazines such as Weird Tales, Strange Tales, and Argosy
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On the black comics hero form as cultural fiction, see (Brown 1999, pp. 27–28).
One of the first African American jungle comics characters, Lion Man, appeared in a leading role in the single issue of the
black comics publication All-Negro Comics, in 1947. The popularity of graphic Voodoo themes also brought about the casting
of white lead characters with names such as Doctor Voodoo, Voodah, and Vuda. See (Savage 1990, pp. 74–77). On the black
Voodoo priest in the comics see (Jones 2016).

One of the first African American jungle comics characters, Lion Man, appeared in a leading role in the single
issue of the black comics publication All-Negro Comics, in 1947. The popularity of graphic Voodoo themes
also brought about the casting of white lead characters with names such as Doctor Voodoo, Voodah, and Vuda.
See (Savage 1990, pp. 74–77). On the black Voodoo priest in the comics see (Jones 2016).
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refashioned the literature of the military occupation into fantastic and morbid drama for leisure readers
of pulp fiction. The narratives ascribed a kind of supernatural fanaticism to devotees of Haitian
Vodou, while projecting dark impulses and delusions of race and religion onto a poor, defiant black
peasant population. The 20th century US intervention in Haiti and the persecution of Vodou evoked
recollections of Haiti’s extraordinary colonial history, its claims to nationhood, and the unthinkable
possibility of black rule. The Occupation highlighted in palpable terms the limits of white Christian
supremacy and American sovereignty, thereby expediting the need for racial and religious fictions that
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referenced Haiti as the site of the West’s own lurking, hidden spiritual fears.15

Figure 6. Early Black comic book villain, The Voodoo Man, 1940.
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Perhaps even more detrimental to black religions in 20th century comics was the onset of horror
fiction, which transformed graphic Voodoo from a formulaic plot device into grotesque allegories of
ecstatic and violent black power. Repurposing fantasies of jungle primitivism into reflexive narratives
of white terror, horror comics evinced a wellspring of suspense, the perversion of good into evil, and
the recasting of Africana religions as diabolical in nature. Buoyed by the success of supernatural and
fantasy articles in pulp magazines of the 1920s, Voodoo horror comics drew assiduously from
published reports by foreign journalists, wartime commentators, and American servicemen in Haiti
during this period (Figure 7). Men’s popular magazines such as Weird Tales, Strange Tales, and Argosy
refashioned the literature of the military occupation into fantastic and morbid drama for leisure
readers of pulp fiction. The narratives ascribed a kind of supernatural fanaticism to devotees of
Haitian Vodou, while projecting dark impulses and delusions of race and religion onto a poor, defiant
black peasant population. The 20th century US intervention in Haiti and the persecution of Vodou
evoked recollections of Haiti’s extraordinary colonial history, its claims to nationhood, and the
unthinkable possibility of black rule. The Occupation highlighted in palpable terms the limits of
white Christian supremacy and American sovereignty, thereby expediting the need for racial and
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However, unlike jungle adventure comics, horror Voodoo framed Africana spirituality as the locus
of malevolence, with images and stories of demonic possession, corporeal desecration, and diabolical
15 On the uses of Haitian Vodou in early 20th century American culture, see (Renda 2001); On Voodoo as a theme in early film,
violence.
By the early 1950s, horror comic books such as Vault of Horror (1950), Black Magic (1950),
see (Coleman 2011) and (Senn 1998). With the transfiguration of Africana spirituality into horror Voodoo, we also see a shift
Mysterious
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the cultural uses of terror and Voodoo as Haitian Vodou horror.
thatontransmuted
actual wartime atrocities and abuses by American occupying forces into unbridled
aggression toward the black Other (Figure 8). Voodoo-themed comic books also underscored Haiti’s
backwardness and instability, and reconfigured religious Vodou into graphic horror Voodoo.16 As
author John Cussans has noted, the real-life suppression of Vodou in Haiti during the Occupation
coincided with the government’s attempt to win social and political support for American ambitions
on the island. “Black practices of animal sacrifice, sorcery, cannibalism, ancestor worship, divination,
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However, unlike jungle adventure comics, horror Voodoo framed Africana spirituality as the locus of
malevolence, with images and stories of demonic possession, corporeal desecration, and diabolical
violence. By the early 1950s, horror comic books such as Vault of Horror (1950), Black Magic (1950),
Mysterious Adventures (1951), Phantom Witch Doctor (1952), and the Entertaining Comics series Voodoo
had inverted the mythos of the white jungle king into allegories of white terror and black subjugation
that transmuted actual wartime atrocities and abuses by American occupying forces into unbridled
aggression toward the black Other (Figure 8). Voodoo-themed comic books also underscored Haiti’s
backwardness and instability, and reconfigured religious Vodou into graphic horror Voodoo.16 As author
John Cussans has noted, the real-life suppression of Vodou in Haiti during the Occupation coincided
with the government’s attempt to win social and political support for American ambitions on the island.
“Black practices of animal sacrifice, sorcery, cannibalism, ancestor worship, divination, zombification,
and possession,” he writes, “whether imagined or actual, served as a moral justification for an American
civilizing mission that seemed to symbolically mark the end of the Haitian revolutionary experiment.”
The Voodoo comics, with all their horrifying excesses, functioned as an archive of lurid fantasies of
black supernaturalism, which served both to legitimate American interests and provide a rationale
for the continued denigration of Africana religious practices and beliefs. As standard comics fare for
decades to come, graphic Voodoo perpetuated many of the lingering, distorted views of Africana
Religions 2019,
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Figure 8. White jungle king tropes. Voodoo Comics, 1955.
Figure 8. White jungle king tropes. Voodoo Comics, 1955.
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News, and the Pittsburgh Courier disseminating stories of Voodoo-related criminal activity and
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history of Haiti as a template for African American greatness, portrayals of Africana religions colored
by the racist imaginary issued forth in a variety of forms. While black newspapers were of the few
arenas in which African American points of view were advanced with an eye toward supplying
greater substance, balance, and nuance to their readers, they too, notes Cooper, contained “a
contradictory mix of voodoo coverage” that “condemned backwardness and superstitions in the
black community” while covering “sensational voodoo reports designed to entice readers.”
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Courier disseminating stories of Voodoo-related criminal activity and sponsoring advertisements for
Hoodoo–Conjure services in their pages. Interestingly, the circulation of sensational Voodoo subjects
by American media coincided with the events of the Occupation and its brutal repression of black
resistance in Haiti. Yet, as many blacks in the US looked to the founding history of Haiti as a template
for African American greatness, portrayals of Africana religions colored by the racist imaginary issued
forth in a variety of forms. While black newspapers were of the few arenas in which African American
points of view were advanced with an eye toward supplying greater substance, balance, and nuance
to their readers, they too, notes Cooper, contained “a contradictory mix of voodoo coverage” that
“condemned backwardness and superstitions in the black community” while covering “sensational
voodoo reports designed to entice readers.” Nevertheless, we see that it was in their emerging roles as
social critics, political commentators, and humorists that African American newspaper writers and
comics artists would provide new possibilities for thinking about and representing black religions in
their totality.18
2. Representation from the Inside
We now turn to representations of black religion by African American writers, artists, and other
comics creators in the 20th century. By the 1930s, the combination of an emerging consumer class
and the expansion of black newspapers created a demand for more relatable themes for the reading
public. Artists and illustrators sought syndication for their cartoons and comics in order to bring a
greater variety of perspectives to their depiction of black subjects and to counter degrading imagery
that appeared in the mainstream press. Black comics in the first half of the 20th century developed
Religions 2019, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW
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Figure 9. Black preacher as seen in newspaper comic strip. Dark Laughter, 1947.
Figure 9. Black preacher as seen in newspaper comic strip. Dark Laughter, 1947.
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2016,
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1998). columnist and local scribe of black Atlanta in the 1930s.
was(Jackson
Deacon
Jones
by(Suggs
Ike “Sam”
P. Reynolds,
Deacon Jones was published in the Atlanta Daily World from 1931–1932. Reynolds was well known for
his reporting of local neighborhood happenings in and around the Auburn Avenue district, the
thriving epicenter of black business and home to the renowned Ebenezer Baptist Church, an anchor
of the African American religious community. Reynolds, who also wrote a gossip column called
“Sam on the Avenue”, instilled the homiletic voice and humor of the traditional black preacher into
his comic, with sketches and inside jokes from the pulpit directed at the portly Deacon, whose witty
and sometimes profane commentaries appeared daily in the newspaper with a single panel gag strip,
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One unusual newspaper comic in this era that centered on black religiosity and the black church
was Deacon Jones by Ike “Sam” P. Reynolds, columnist and local scribe of black Atlanta in the 1930s.
Deacon Jones was published in the Atlanta Daily World from 1931–1932. Reynolds was well known
for his reporting of local neighborhood happenings in and around the Auburn Avenue district, the
thriving epicenter of black business and home to the renowned Ebenezer Baptist Church, an anchor of
the African American religious community. Reynolds, who also wrote a gossip column called “Sam
on the Avenue”, instilled the homiletic voice and humor of the traditional black preacher into his
comic, with sketches and inside jokes from the pulpit directed at the portly Deacon, whose witty and
sometimes profane commentaries appeared daily in the newspaper with a single panel gag strip, and
with a longer cartoon on Sunday.20
As rare as Deacon Jones was as a religion-themed newspaper comic strip, the appearance of black
women in 20th century comics with religion topics was even more uncommon. Their absence may
be attributed to the insidiousness of racialized gender stereotypes, an overemphasis on renditions of
masculinity in comics, and the lengthy, troubling history of black women’s exploitation with sexually
objectifying images. Nevertheless, two comics serve as bookends to other examples in this arena: first,
a four-page comics feature on the life of Sojourner Truth, which appeared in a 1945 issue of Wonder
Woman called “Wonder Women of History”. The product of an intersectional collaboration between
the black artist Alfonso Greene and feminist icon Alice Marble, the short graphic biography depicts the
abolitionist and preacher as a devoted slave mother, evangelical convert, and ardent women’s rights
advocate whose righteous dedication to her cause proved the “fighting spirit” she shared with other
female subjects in the comic book series. In stark contrast, nearly 30 years later, the first syndicated
newspaper strip with an African American female character in a title role debuted in the Chicago Tribune,
a romantic soap opera called Friday Foster. The weekly comic, about the life, loves, and adventures of a
single African American career girl, presented a limited story arc in which Friday, a photographer’s
assistant-turned-model, squared off against a “Hoodoo Doctor” gang kingpin and cult leader in the
heady urban jungle of Harlem, New York. This episode repackaged graphic Voodoo themes with 1970s
blaxploitation aesthetics and other period references. The Friday Foster newspaper comic strip enjoyed
a four-year run and later took on a second life as a one-shot Dell comic book and a feature film before it
was discontinued in 1975. Although these two publications present somewhat nominal portrayals
of black religion, atypical as they were, their significance lies in their advancement of spaces for the
future presence of black women in comics.21
Although religion remained a rock-solid institution in black American life, comics with a specific
theological focus or spiritual orientation were hard to come by in the black secular press. Of course,
black newspapers highlighted pertinent religious subjects, as with the signature works of the artist
Ahmed Samuel Milai of the Pittsburgh Courier (1937–1950), whose cartoons for Your History and
Facts about the Negro occasionally juxtaposed religious themes with notable persons of achievement
from the annals of African American history (Figure 10). As comics became more deeply embedded
within the fabric of American popular culture, black writers and artists over the decades strove to
capture multiple dimensions of the African American experience by valorizing religious leaders and
celebrities as exemplary figures and creating comic books and cartoon biographies of religiously
significant personalities, such as Martin Luther King Jr., Muhammad Ali, and Malcolm X. African
American religion was also presented in the comics as a catalyst for galvanizing nonviolent political
activism, as seen in Martin Luther King and the Montgomery Story, a 1956 single issue comic book by
the Fellowship of Reconciliation and published by the cartoon studio of Al Capp (of Lil Abner fame),
which was distributed in schools and churches throughout the South. The 16-page comic also provided

20
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(Jackson 2016); (Suggs 1983, pp. 135–36).
“Wonder Women of History: (Marble and Greene 1945); (Lawrence and Longaron 1973); Chicago Tribune-New York
Syndicate (1970–1974). On black women and comics, see (Whaley 2016).

multiple dimensions of the African American experience by valorizing religious leaders and
celebrities as exemplary figures and creating comic books and cartoon biographies of religiously
significant personalities, such as Martin Luther King Jr., Muhammad Ali, and Malcolm X. African
American religion was also presented in the comics as a catalyst for galvanizing nonviolent political
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Figure 10. Sam Milai created comics for the syndicated feature Your History (1942).
Figure 10. Sam Milai created comics for the syndicated feature Your History (1942).

While newspaper artists offered many meaningful contributions to the project of black
While newspaper artists offered many meaningful contributions to the project of black
representation, none treated religion more consistently than the illustrator Eugene Majied, editorial
representation, none treated religion more consistently than the illustrator Eugene Majied, editorial
cartoonist for one of the most widely circulated African American newspaper weeklies in the 20th
cartoonist for one of the most widely circulated African American newspaper weeklies in the 20th
century, Muhammad Speaks. Majied, who began his career as an artist at the Chicago Defender in 1961,
century, Muhammad Speaks. Majied, who began his career as an artist at the Chicago Defender in 1961,
brought a sensibility to his work that instilled theological precepts from the Nation of Islam and
brought a sensibility to his work that instilled theological precepts from the Nation of Islam and
foregrounded black Muslim religion in order to provide meaningful and positive self-images of African
foregrounded black Muslim religion in order to provide meaningful and positive self-images of
Americans. Moreover, while many of his cartoons were tempered with strong doses of racial political
African Americans. Moreover, while many of his cartoons were tempered with strong doses of racial
opinion, their subject matter dealt almost entirely with themes of religious uplift, black history, and
political opinion, their subject matter dealt almost entirely with themes of religious uplift, black
matters of spiritual import that were infrequently addressed in secular newspaper comics. With
history, and matters of spiritual import that were infrequently addressed in secular newspaper
incisive satire and penetrating analysis of current events, Majied’s cartoons reflected his strongly held
comics. With incisive satire and penetrating analysis of current events, Majied’s cartoons reflected his
convictions on the redemptive teachings of Elijah Muhammad as they related to black self-reliance,
strongly held convictions on the redemptive teachings of Elijah Muhammad as they related to black
racial discrimination in the United States, and economic empowerment. His comics appeared in
Muhammad Speaks from 1960 to 1975.23
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religious
in light
shared cultural heritage. One of the most prolific black comics
illustrators from this period was the African American artist Fred Carter, whose work delivered a
fundamentalist message of conservative Christian doctrine in an array of widely read pamphlets,
tracts, and comic books by the Jack T. Chick Publications Company. Carter, an uncredited artist for
the California-based publisher from 1975 to 1980, was known for his vivid oil-paint images which
dramatized the horrors of sin, the judgment of the wicked, and the glory of spiritual conversion
with distinctive graphics and lavish colors. His notable works for the Jack Chick studio included
“Soul Story” and “The Sissy”, and the Christian hero-duo series “The Crusaders.” While illustrating
numerous publications for the Jack Chick studio, Carter focused on creating content pertaining to
African Americans and later redesigned Chick’s persuasive missionary publications using only images
of black people for tracts which focused on issues such as crime, drugs, abortion, and the presence of
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competing religions like Islam and African diaspora traditions. A Pentecostal minister, Carter also
illustrated a race-specific bible for Nia Publishing/Urban Spirit Ministries called The Children of Color
Bible, in which he reworked Old and New Testament stories into brightly rendered images of blackand brown-skinned characters with the original biblical narratives.24
In contrast with the prolific but sometimes controversial work of Jack Chick, other religious
comics publishers made black representational inroads by adding storylines that were attuned to
African American experiences. An example of this genre is the comic book Up from Harlem from
Spire, an imprint of the Christian publisher Fleming H. Revell (1974), a company dedicated to creating
educational comics with an evangelical theological slant. Up from Harlem is an account of the life story
of the African American street-gang member turned preacher Tom Skinner, whose stirring biography
was one of several titles published in Spire’s extensive series of illustrated stories about celebrity
Christians, ministers, and missionaries. The comic, which adopted the unmistakable idioms of the
“Soul” era, relayed a dramatic account of Skinner’s unlikely religious conversion and rescue from the
social ills of poverty and inner-city gangs. Skinner, depicted in the comic as a real-life black “street
prophet”, would go on to become a charismatic motivational preacher whose passionate witness and
radical critique of social and racial injustice made him one of the most prominent African American
Christians on the white evangelical crusade and missionary circuit in the 1970s. Up from Harlem is one
in a genre of publications that privileged the Christian viewpoint while focusing on the pathologies of
urban African American culture, promoting the need for spiritual transformation among black people
as a primary evangelical endeavor.25
In the final quarter of the 20th century, dedicated artists and writers adapted the modern
conventions of comics storytelling in works that accorded complex characterizations of black religion
in narratives of fantastic, superhuman characters and godlike heroes that spoke explicitly to themes
of Africana spirituality and racial identity. With the introduction of African and African American
superhero characters in mainstream comic books in the late 1960s, graphic Voodoo would be deployed
once again, but now with an alternative, positive take on race and religion. A Marvel superhero by the
name of Brother Voodoo first appeared in the 1973 comics series Strange Tales in a supporting role as a
supernatural agent and protector of justice. Later, he would be featured in his own series as one of a
leading generation of “black power” superheroes (Figure 11). Brother Voodoo personified conventional
styles of superhero masculinity and enacted comics horror tropes while complicating questions of
racial and religious authenticity in his role as an Africana religions practitioner. This time, it was Vodou,
not Voodoo, that was reformulated as a weapon of choice in an arsenal of enhanced abilities for Jericho
Drumm, a repatriated Haitian, in his secret identity as a mild-mannered and rational black psychologist.
Brother Voodoo wielded a cache of superpowers loosely associated with Haitian Vodou, including the
deities known as loa, the ritual technology of spirit possession, and the artifacts of magical protection
and defense called wanga. Although the character engaged in supernatural warfare against zombies,
evil bokors, demons, and stock graphic Voodoo villains, the comic drew from an extensive lexicon of
Africana cultural styles that transformed him from a mystical sorcerer with an obscure pedigree into a
consummate down-to-earth action hero with a historical black diasporic religious lineage.26
The 1980s and 90s inaugurated shifts in the work of comics writers and artists of the post-civil
rights, post-black power generations, and institutionalized a more diverse readership of the comics
themselves. A decisive period in mainstream comics production, unstable economic trends, and the
declining sales of newsstand comic books led to an increase in direct marketing and a subsequent turn
by artists and writers to more mature, violent, and psychologically driven narratives. Concurrent with
these trends, the establishment of independent black comics had a massive impact on the medium
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itself, leading to a re-envisioning of black representation, with respect to themes of race, religion,
and spirituality. A signal event was the 1993 founding of Milestone Media, a publishing collective of
African American artists and writers that tapped crossover markets in an appeal to diverse audiences
all the while initiating conversations about racial representation went beyond the black/white binary.27
Yet, while Milestone opened up opportunities for the presence of new black characters and themes,
neither religion nor spirituality was of great significance to their conceptualizing of African American
subjects. Milestone’s culminating success was their achievement of greater ethnic representation in
the comics industry and the recognition of the need for black comics creators to control the licensing,
distribution, and publication of their products; it fell to independent black comics publishers, drawing
impetus from cultural movements such as Afrocentrism and black nationalism, to put forth relevant
religious subject matter. For instance, Onli Studios, founded by Chicago-based artist Turtel Onli, as
well as the Association of Black Comic Book Publishers (also known as ANIA), a consortium of four
Black-owned comic companies, promoted comics that merged ancient myths, black diaspora imagery,
and Afrocentric themes with conventional crime and superhero narratives. In most of these comic
books, spiritual, esoteric, and mystical symbols and themes formed the center of their vision of black
culture. Insofar as these contemporary writers and artists considered mythic blackness and the Sacred
as dual lenses with which to create stories and images, they utilized a variety of resources, including
iconographic imagery derived from Egyptian and Khemetic motifs, technologically complex tropes
from science fiction, and traditional theological frameworks from indigenous African faiths. Onli, also
known as the father of the “Black Age of Comics”, wrote, illustrated, and published a spectacular
universe of comic book titles that employed black and Africana spiritual frameworks. Onli said that an
“African American aesthetic” imbued his work with purpose and meaning as it drew inspiration from
African American arts activism of the 1970s (in movements such as BAM). His spiritual and artistic
sensibilities converged in the publication of his 1981 comic NOG, Protector of the Pyramides, the story of
a powerful entity from a race of immortal beings whose mission was revealed to be cosmic guardian of
the planetary outpost Nuba (Nubia). Similar themes would be taken up by other independent black
comics in the latter decades of the twentieth century, including, notably, the work of Roger Barnes,
whose Heru, Son of Ausar (1993) brought ancient stories of the Nile Valley to life in tales of primal
beings, demigods, and goddesses that waged epic battles against earthly oppressors, presenting new
mythologies of powerful black heroic defenders of the righteous against corrupt invaders and alien
malefactors (Figure 12).28
By creatively adopting African-centered metaphysics and cosmologies in their world-making
practices, latter twentieth century black comic writers and illustrators anticipated the black arts and
culture movement known as Afrofuturism. In emphasizing the speculative and the technological in
service to Africana identity and liberation, Afrofuturism re-envisions the past in ways that reach
beyond the present histories of black people in the West.29 Comics Afrofuturism, as defined by
communications scholar Reynaldo Anderson, is an aesthetic orientation that conceives of alternate
realities, utopian and dystopian scenarios, and scientific archetypes in imagined narratives of the future
for black people. Strongly mythic in its expressions, Afrofuturism “reinvents a visionary discourse
related to the diasporic experience [that is] impacted by technological transformation,” Anderson
writes, but “remains connected to an African humanistic past.”30 Religiously inspired Afrofuturism,
in various manifestations, draws from indigenous African religions, biblical prophecy, and ancient
esoteric literature as resources to explore topics like time travel, astronomy, space exploration, and the
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discourse related to the diasporic experience [that is] impacted by technological transformation,”
Anderson writes, but “remains connected to an African humanistic past.” 30 Religiously inspired
Afrofuturism, in various manifestations, draws from indigenous African religions, biblical prophecy,
and ancient esoteric literature as resources to explore topics like time travel, astronomy, space
exploration, and the integration of machine and human consciousness, centering characters and
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to race and religion appears to be far less sectarian and more religiously expansive than any that
came before them. The comics of the past century offer an array of valuable lessons as we consider
the treatment of black religion as subject matter in US popular culture. Comic books, cartoons,
animation, and newspaper strips conveyed harmful assumptions and racist ideas in their treatment
of black and Africana religions, but comics were also used as a corrective, offering truer and more
authentic perspectives. This investigation of black religion and comics, while limited, shows how
comics articulated understandings of blackness, race, and Africana spiritualities that both supported
and contested the views of the dominant society. What conclusions may be drawn regarding the
significance of black religions and their depiction in comics? Firstly, it is worth underscoring that, as the
comic developed as a multi-faceted form in the twentieth century, so did the breadth of styles by which
black religion was illustrated. From the early caricature and satirizing of African American church
performances, black folk traditions, and Africana practices in cartoons and animation, to the contrasting
presentation of religious themes as viable subject material by the black press and mainstream comic
books, depictions of black religion were shaped by perceptions of their creators and their readers, even
as the expansion of the comics medium would be ultimately industry-defined. The rise of Graphic
Voodoo in the early twentieth century as an imaginary construction and false depiction of black
religious and spiritual otherness is an example of the power of outsider representations that has had
considerable cultural impact, as it was later adopted, appropriated, and disseminated both by insiders
and others, becoming embedded within comics discourses even in the present day. Notwithstanding
their commercialized aspects, comics centering on blackness and spirituality advanced over the decades
as increasingly visible presentations of racial identity, becoming more salient in US popular culture. In
response to these trends, black artists, writers, and creators in particular have developed more elaborate,
complex, and authentic depictions of black religiosity and spirituality through comics storylines,
characters, and images. It may be possible to consider comics as one of many forms of religious
definition and expression—as facilitating new and imaginative spiritual practices of meaning-making
through narrative, art, and social commentary that focus on traditional and non-traditional spiritual
sources, persons, and subjects. Historically, black religious representation in comics originated as
one-sided, created and offered as a spectacle to be viewed from the outside, looking in; in large part,
the work of black artists and writers in the 20th century exemplified the struggle to correct and take
control of the same so as to provide images and narratives with an insider’s vision. It remains to be
seen in what new directions comics and black religions will flow in as they extend into the 21st century,
but it is clear that, for comics creators and their readers, the future is present.
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